Translating Luther into Swedish
in the Sixteenth Century
by Kajsa Weber
he Swedish publisher and translator Petrus Johannis Gothus
(1536—1616) had just returned to Rostock in the autumn of 1592
after spending several years in the Swedish kingdom. The northern
German port city bore opportunities for him that the Swedish cap
ital could not offer: there were more well-equipped printing offices
with higher capacity, a well-functioning Lutheran university, and
direct access to the book market of German Lutheran devotional
literature.^ On New Year’s Eve 1592, he published Vagen till saligheten
{The Way to Blessedness) in Rostock,^ a devotional text which con
tained no less than 66 excerpts from Martin Luther. Despite this, the
work is never included in discussions about translations of Luther s
works into Swedish. In recent years, several scholars have in fact
argued that Luther s texts were more or less absent from the Swedish
Reformation, apart from the translations of his Small Catechism, a
Swedish adoption of his translation of the Bible published in 1526
and 1541, and a few other examples.^
In fact, Vagen till saligheten is no peculiar exception, but a rather
typical example of how texts originally written by Luther found
their way into the Swedish book market during the sixteenth cen
tury. These translations have rarely been considered in relation to
the spread of Luthers thought,^ which is a serious lacuna, because
they significantly alter our understanding of the presence of Luther s
writings in the Swedish book market, and hence the importance of
Luther s texts for the process of the Reformation and confessionalization in Sweden. Furthermore, the Swedish case can illuminate
similar patterns of translations of Luther s writings into other ver
naculars in early modern Europe. Hence this article is a rebuttal to
Poul Georg Lindhardt s conclusion that Luther was absent from the
Swedish Reformation*^ and it encourages deeper investigations into
the practice of translating Luther into other European vernaculars.
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The basic method is to investigate the production of religious lit
erature published in Swedish from L520 to L599 in order to find
translations of Luther’s texts.The definition of religious literature
incorporates catechism, plays, pamphlets, devotional texts, postils,
and other categories. Approximately 230 prints fit this definition—a
modest book production by European standards. Significant num
bers of these texts were published outside the Swedish realm in the
north German port cities, as Lübeck and Rostock.^ To challenge
previous research, the article applies a wider understanding of the
early modern translation practice, and incorporates word-for-word
translations of complete texts, as well as adaptions and translations of
smaller text parts compiled into larger works.
The case study of the Swedish translations has relevance for the
wider study of translations of Luther’s texts into vernaculars in
Lutheran Europe in two ways. First, as a starting point for compar
isons between different national contexts, and second, as a starting
point for analyzing changes in translation practices during the cen
tury. For the first part, rather few of Luther’s texts were translated
into European vernaculars.^ At the same time, Luther’s thoughts
were received in the book production in the European vernac
ular during the sixteenth century, and what Carl Trueman and
Carrie Euler have documented for Luther’s reception in England,
as research shows, may as well be true for other European vernac
ulars. They write that the early evangelical movement “was per
meated with Luther’s texts,” but during the course of the sixteenth
century Luther’s thoughts became “stock-in-trade categories” that
makes it difficult to establish a “direct, or prior, literary influence of
Luther.” However, reception is not the same as translation. Many
studies have traced translations of Luther’s texts into European languages, but they mostly focus on complete translations or publications that explicitly were published as a translation of Luther s
texts—for example through mentioning his name on the title
page?^ The result of these studies implies that actual translations of
Luther’s texts—from German or Latin, or to other European ver
naculars during the sixteenth century—were rare. The growing
body of research on transnational phenomena and entanglement
during the Reformation and the age of confessionalization^^ has thus
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contributed to increased scholarly interest in translations and hence
also to devotional literature in translation.^^ Recent studies by Carl
Trueman, Carrie Euler, and Anna Vind’^ have challenged established
interpretations that Luther s texts were generally absent from book
production outside of the German-speaking areas in early modern
Europe. They highlight how complex the search for texts by Luther
translated into other tongues can be and show that there are more
texts to find when analyzing the vast corpus of early modern com
pilation literature. The present study aims to contribute to this task
and develop the arguments further by applying insights from trans
lation studies to the study of the receptions of Luther s texts. This
Swedish case study documents such examples from throughout the
sixteenth century.
The study of the whole sixteenth century takes us to the second
reason for why the Swedish case study has significance for other
European contexts. The recent research on the translations of
Luthers text into non-German languages is almost exclusively on
the translations during Luthers lifetime, especially in light of the
spread of the Reformation during the 1520s. Hence, to investigate
translations of Luthers texts into Swedish during the sixteenth cen
tury not only will challenge previous assumptions of the absence
of Luther on the Swedish book market, but also bring new insights
into how to think about the translations of Luthers written texts
in other languages, and reflect on how confessionalizaltion shaped
translation in the later half of the century.

Recent Studies

Scholars have long claimed that during the Swedish Reformation
texts from Luther were largely absent. Poul Georg Lindhardt stated
in a famous lecture in 1977 in Lund that Luther was “a name, a
symbol, a banner” and his texts were little read, except for the Small
Catechism and some Psalms.This conclusion has been repeated
by other scholars, and lately elaborated by Wolfgang Undorf and
Tomas Appelqvist. Appelqvist presented his findings of translations
of Luther into Swedish during the sixteenth and seventeenth cen
turies in Lutheran Quarterly. He found only three translations during
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the sixteenth century: En nyttig undervisning (1526), En nyttig pos
tilia (1528) och En liten undervisning om sakramenten (1558), and some
futher translations of Psalms. The first translation of the Small Cat
echism he dates to 1600. He also states that the Swedish reformer
Olaus Petri “translated some short texts by Luther, but mostly he
used the texts of Luther to create his own reform-minded works
for a context which he thought was very different from the one
Luther had in mind.”^^ For the last quarter of the sixteenth century,
Wolfgang Undorf has concluded that there were only four com
plete translations of texts by Luther; Sporsmdl och snar nid nattvardsgdng (1587), Om man md fly for doden eller pestilensen (1588), Ett sdtt
att bedja (1593) and Skona mdrkliga skriflens sentenser (1597).The first
translation of a complete text by Luther, En liten undervisning om
sakramenten, was published, according to Undorf, in 1558. Hence,
Undorf concludes that since such a small number of complete texts
written by Luther were translated, the Swedish Reformation was a
Reformation “without Luther.”^^
Many of these conclusions on numbers of translations can be
questioned, for at least three reasons. First, the four books Undorf
refers to are those recorded in the registry of the Swedish National
Bibliography as translations of Luther for the last quarter of the
sixteenth century.However, this bibliographical information was
gathered during the beginning of the twentieth century. Since then,
our understanding of translation activities during the early modern
period has changed, and digitalization of rare books has opened up
opportunities to compare books in rare library collections all over
Europe. Hence, the information in the Swedish National Bibliog
raphy is outdated. However, if one does not start from the regis
ter but reads through the descriptions of all Swedish prints during
the sixteenth century, it will be clear that there were more trans
lations, adaptations, and compilations of Luther than Undorf and
Appelqvist assume. Additionally, previous research has also gathered
information on translations of Luther s texts, and if collected and put
together they give a much richer picture of the translations than the
National Bibliography does. For example, there has been research
into the authorship of Olaus Petri, that has revealed other transla
tions,^^ which are not included by Appelqvist.
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This leads to the second reason why these conclusions can be
called into question. Both Undorf and Appelqvist count translations
of Luther only if they can be understood as translations of a com
plete text by Luther—that is, entire texts of Luther had been trans
lated. The definition of a complete book is, however, problematic as
the early modern context never obligated the translator to translate
a complete work; hence most of the translations were not complete
works, but parts of them. Scholars working in the field of translation
studies have for a long time emphasized that translations never are
a simple transit of text from source to target, but that they contain
changes in this process.When it comes to early modern translations
this is even more true as scholars have emphasized early modern
translation practice as “narrative translation,”’ 22 in which the translator had freedom to rework the original text, including cutting
or rewriting. This narrative translation goes hand in hand with the
practice of compiling texts to create new texts. As the author com
piled passages from one source text, with text passages from another
source text, naming the source was not a necessity. This has hidden
the amount of translations behind obscured titles and complicated
compilation practices, which has created the impression that actually
few texts were translated. Early modern translation practices also
include the practice of domesticating the text—that is, the text was
adopted to the lifewords, political opinions, or other curcumstances
in the target culture.Hence the idea of translations as a reception
of a text, which indicate first a production of text and secondly a
communication of the same text, is not valid for early modern trans
lation. Other tools such as the awareness of narrative translations
practices and the practice of compilations are necessary to study
early modern translations.^"^
The third reason to re-examine the presence of translations of
Luther during the Swedish Reformation is the change of contexts
throughout the sixteenth century that necessitated various transla
tions. What today is called the Reformation started as a movement
in the first half of the century that questioned and debated endur
ing religious norms, communicated its viewpoint to the broadest
possible public through the printing press and symbolic practices,
and struggled to shape a Church, which still was considered to be
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universal, within new religious norms yet to be realized.^^ The latter
half of the century saw a process taking place during which the idea
of a universal church had been superseded by a reality of diverse,
well-defined confessions, all focused on consolidating and strengthening their own confessional positioning. This later state—often
called confessionalization —was characterized by the not always suc
cessful attempts to consolidate confessional units, be it early modern
states or free cities; but the complicated process and attempt to estab
lish confessional units sometimes collided in a political space.^^ This
changing context effected which texts from Luther were translated
and adopted, the sources that were used for translations, and the way
Luther was represented in the translated works.
With this in mind, it is possible to examine critically previous
assumptions about the numbers of books that contained translations
of Luther’s texts. What follows is an investigation of translations of
Luther into Swedish during the sixteenth century. I will highlight
some of the more interesting translations that shed light on the prac
tices of translations that were used by the reformers.
Translations into Swedish until 1^46

Carrie Euler points out in her investigation of Tudor translations
of Luther that identifying and counting translations are not easy
tasks, and can hardly ever be viewed as complete. The practice of
compilation and the narrative translation allowed for such a variety
of outcomes that it could be difficult to draw the line between mere
inspiration and a transit of text content. Hence, inspired by Euler’s
approach, the concept “translation” refers in this article to a range
of different text practices. Metaphrase is a very faithful word-forword translation—which is possible between German and Swedish.
Paraphrase is a sentence-for-sentence translation, but may include
smaller changes of, for example, names, tones, or marginal notes.
Adaption follows that source text sentence-for-sentence, but adds
or deletes introductory or concluding material and some sentences
in the course of the text. Inspiration means that the target text stuck
to the same general topic, but elaborates freely on it, and only makes
use of some words or sentences. Translators likely worked with the
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source text when translating, but without following it closely.The
following examples have been analyzed according to this differenti
ation of translations.^^
Four publications in the 1520s are known to be translations of
Luther’s texts. The first known translation is En nyttig undervisning
(1526).^^ It was an adaption of Luther’s Betbiichlein, but contained
parts from other sources or new text parts.The same year the fore
word to the translated New Testament was published.^^ In its first
part it was a word-for-word translation of Luther’s foreword to the
German publication of the New Testament (1522)^^, the second part
of the foreword was an independent text. The last known transla
tion is the Kroningspredikan (1528)^^—the published version of the
speech given by Olaus Petri^"^ at the coronation of Gustav 1. The
speech was a translation of Luther’s Vom weltlichen Obrigkeit (1523),^^
and the Swedish text contained many word-for-word translations
of Luther’s text, although it also contains other excerpts. Scholars
have argued that Olaus Petri also made use of Martin Bucers Das
ym selbsJ^
The first translation of the Small Catechism Appelqvist dates
to 1600, though usually scholars assume that the first translation
of the Small Catechism into Swedish was made in 1544,^^ maybe
even before that.^^ During the sixteenth century, the National Bib
liography counts another nine editions of the Small Catechism.
Equally forgotten by Appelqvist and Undorf is the translation of the
postil. The Swedish En nyttig postilia (1528)*® was a translation of the
summer part of Luther s Kirchenpostilla,"^^ though with large exclu
sions."^^ The second Lutheran postil published in Swedish, Olaus
Petris En liten postilla (1530),"^^ seems to be a individually composed
work without translations. The postil includes also an adaption
of Luther s Large Catechism."^^ Other translations of Luther s text
before 1546 include Davids psaltaer (1536)"^^ an adaptation and trans
lation of Luther’s publications 1524, and Jesu Syrachs bok (1536 and
1543)^^, translations of Luther’s Jesu Syrach.
So far the investigations rely on what is already known about
translations of Luther s text. During 1527 and 1528, several pamphlets
were published in Swedish which were all critical of the theology of
the Roman Church and aggressively put forward this criticism with
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the aim of making it public. Some of these publications reveal that
Olaus Perti was familiar with many of Luthers main publications,
such as De libertate Christiana, De captivitate, and De servo arbitrio, and
suggest that these texts were well known to his Swedish colleagues.
Two of the pamphlets can be traced as adaptions of Luther’s texts,
which previously have not been acknowledged.^^ It is Olaus Petri’s
En liten bok om dktenskapet (1528, second edition 1529)"^^ and his En
liten bok i vilken klosterlevnadenforklaras (1528)/°The closer analysis of
these two publications will reveal some of the features of translations
of Luther’s text into the Swedish venecaular.
En liten bok om dktenskapet (“A small lesson on marriage”) was a
violent attack on celibacy and argued that marriage was given to
humans from God. During the first half of the 1520s, the marriage
of priests was a hotly debated topic in Europe. Erasmus, Luther,
Karstadt and Zwingli were some of the most well known authors.
Many pamphlets arguing for the validity of specific clerical mar
riages flourished.When comparing Olaus Petri’s En liten bok om
dktenskapet with these texts, it is clear that it is primarily based on
Martin Luther’s Vom ehelichen Leben (1522),although it is impos
sible to know exactly how many of these other texts Olaus Petri
read and used. Luther’s Vom ehelichen Leben offered a compressed
set of the most common arguments for clerical marriage. The text
was published eleven times during 1522 and 1523, including once in
Hamburg.
Olaus Petri’s text is an independent work, but closely linked to
Luther’s text, as he has taken over arguments, concepts, and some
times entire passages from Luther. It contains three parts: the first
deals with marriage as part of divine creation; the second high
lights who can get married; and the third argues that man cannot
forbid marriage for anyone. Although organized differently, Olaus
Petri took his main arguments from Luther, whose work is also
divided into three parts, in which he rejects the restriction of canon
law, deals with grounds for divorce, and writes about godly mar
riage. Both authors strongly emphasized that marriage was a part of
divine creation and that its spiritual benefits far outweighed celibacy
because of its concomitant dangers. Luther wrote that sexuality was
“a nature and disposition”^^ and its suppression led to “fornication,
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adultery, and secret sins” Three types of humans have the gift to
be able to resist the sexual impulse: those that God created without
sexual desire; those who have been robbed of the ability to have sex
by fellow man; and those who truly possess the gift of chastity?^
Other borrowed elements reveal that Olaus Petri worked very
closely with Luther’s text when writing En Uten bok om äktenskapet,
especially when discussing the limbs that God gave humans,or
humans who do not feel sexual desire?^ The close interdependence
between Petri’s En Uten bok om äktenskapet and Luther’s Vbm ehelichen
Leben cannot be rejected, but there are also parts of Olaus Petri’s
work that cannot be found in Luther’s. Olaus Petri, for example,
argues that marriage is not only decreed by God, but that the early
Christian church had enjoined clerical marriage and that the con
temporary church should follow the same standards. Olaus Petri
proceeds to recall decisions at councils and tells his readers that the
bishops at the (first) Council of Nicaea wanted to forbid clerical
marriage, but Bishop Paphnutius rejected this, claiming that such
a decision would provoke fornication within the church.The
council assessed the proposal and decided to follow the advice of
Paphnutius.^^
This historical argument was first brought into the debate on
clerical marriage by Luther in 1520 in Epistola divi Hnlderichi. The
text was a republished pamphlet against compulsory celibacy first
written during the eleventh century. Luther found the arguments
suitable for the reform movement and published the historical doc
ument together with a new preface.^^ The story about Paphnutius
was retold in Luther’s De votis monasticis, first published in Witten
berg in 1521,^3 and in Andreas Karlstadt’s Apologia, first published in
Strasbourg in 1521.^^ Karlstadt’s text was a defense of Bernhardi’s
marriage and it became one of the most important tracts for the
spreading of the ideas of clerical marriage, since it was published
everywhere from Paris to Königsberg. It was used as an instruction
for priests intending to break the vows of celibacy and prepared
them to defend their action.Though in Olaus Petri’s hands the
story of Paphnutius is supplemented with information on Scandi
navian church history, as he relates how a former apostolic nuncio
had tried to regulate clerical marriage in Sweden and Norway.’^^
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This kind of domestication of texts should not be seen as violating
the true Luther, but was common practice in the culture of transla
tion in the period?^
In 1528, Olaus Petri also published En liten bok i vilken klosterlevnaden fdrklaras, a book that dealt with monastic life. It is argued
that monastic vows are problematic since Christians taught that the
baptized have given their vow to God. Monastic vows violate this
bond between man and God. The reformers’ critiques of monastic
vows were inextricably entwined with their critiques of celibacy.
Their rejection of celibacy was an essential aspect of their theology
and several texts elaborating on this theme were circulated. Karlstadt and Melanchton built their argument on how difficult it is for
human beings to keep their monastic vows, but Luther, in his De
uotis monasticis (1521),^^ instead built his argument around the idea
of vows being godless.Olaus Petri’s text is not a translation of De
votis monasticis, but seems to be based on it. Maybe Olaus Petri made
use of Justus Jonas’ translation into German from 1522.^°
Several central arguments from Luther’s text can be found, such as
that man has given God a promise through baptism, and it cannot be
undone.Luther argued against the idea of a “Vollkommen Stand
(perfect estate, that is, monastic)” and a “Unvollkommen Stand
(imperfect estate, that is, married)
concepts that Olaus Petri also
uses as he argued that monastic life is not “ett fullkomligt leverne (a
perfect life).”^^ Luther’s argument, that monastic vows led people
to evade their responsibility towards society, also found its way into
Olaus Petri’s text.^"^ All in all, En liten bok i vilken klosterlevnaden
forklaras is not a translation of De votis,\)\xt an independent adaptation
of Luther’s text—and possibly other texts as well. Olaus Petri has
taken some central arguments, concepts, and passages from Luther
but often reshaped them so much that the context of De votis con
stituted is lost. The line of argument does not follow Luther’s text,
nor the outline of the text. Despite this, it is difficult to imagine En
liten bok i vilken klosterlevnaden forklaras if Olaus Petri had not had
access to De votis.
Nowhere in En liten bok i vilken klosterlevnaden forklaras Olaus Petri
reveals which sources he had used, as in many of the other adop
tions of Luther’s text. This is not surprising since it follows a pattern
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that can be observed in much of the non-German speaking parts
of Europe in the 1520s and 1530s. A controversial figure during the
152OS, Luther and the Lutheran affair produced a previously never
seen quantity of publications, and in the course of the development,
Luther himself became the first media star.^^ Outside of the Holy
Roman Empire, publishers seemed to hesitate to use Luther s name
in their publications, even though they may have used his texts as a
source. Until the mid-sixteenth century at least, it was rare to come
across a translation of Luther’s work for which he was credited as
the author. For the reader, it was rarely obvious that the book they
held in their hands contained texts written by Martin Luther/^ in
fact, non-representation might almost be considered as the hallmark
of the Reformation outside the German-speaking territories. The
exception to this rule is the large number of translations of Luther’s
work into Dutch.
En Uten bok i vilken klosterlennaden förklaras and En Uten bok om
äktenskapet give together a insight into the use of Luther’s texts in
the publications of the Swedish reformer Olaus Petri. Narrative
translations and the practice of compiling texts to create new texts
were integral practices in the writing, publishing, and translating of
the reformer. Hence, traces of Luther’s texts could be found in more
publications than previously known. Since the texts often lack indi
cations of where ideas, arguments, and concepts came from, it is very
difficult to establish dependencies between the texts. The relation
ships between source texts and target texts are not proven beyond a
doubt either. What the similarities show, however, is that the research
on Luther’s influence must take into account the writing, translation,
and publishing practices that were common in the sixteenth century.
Only then, can Luther’s presence in the book market be understood.
Translations into Swedish after 1546

The majority of research on translations of Luthers texts has been
done on translations up to Luthers death in 1546 and interpret the
translations as mediums for the spread of the Reformation in the
152OS and I53Os7^ In contrast, the corpus of translations analyzed in
this article shows that confessionalization in the second half of the
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sixteenth century formed a different context for translation activ
ities than the Reformation. The translations became confessionalized and the translators were keen to translate what they thought
of as the true Luther. In the German book market, four types of
Luther’s texts appeared in the second half of the sixteenth century:
some of his catechetical—homiletical works, first prints of previous
unpublished texts, Luther florilegia and, reprints of certain individ
ual texts which were assigned new meaning in the context of polit
ical or controversial theological debates.The Swedish translations
followed the same pattern, with mainly catechetical—homiletical
works, Luther florilegia, and texts that were used as tools in the
confessionalization process.
The confessional conflicts of the late sixteenth century formed
the background for Lutheran identity formation, and in that process
it became a hallmark of Lutheran confessional culture to emphasize
Luther’s authority.As a consequence, the representation of Luther
as an authority and a teacher with an exceptional gift for expound
ing the scriptures became standard features in Lutheran books.The
first translation of Luther’s text into Swedish that states its origin
and had Luther’s name on the titlepage was En liten nndervisning om
sakaramenten (1558).®^ That modern research counts this publication
as one of the first translations of Luther is a result of later confes
sionalization, and twentieth-century bibliographers who listed it as
a translation of Luther, due to the fact that the translator had put
Luther’s name on the title page.
Beginning mid-century, the translator had access to a vast corpus
of compilations and reference books that could be used as a source
for translations. This of course affected which texts by Luther
became objects of translations, and created a complex web of reuses
of Luther’s texts—or parts of texts—in German and into other ver
naculars. At the same time, translators continued to translate com
plete texts by Luther into Swedish. One prominent example is the
above mentioned En liten nndervisning om sakaramenten published
(1558), a metaphrase translation of Luther’s Vermannng znm Sakrament des Leibes nnd Blntes Christi.^^ Others are Om man md fly for
döden eller pestilensen (1588),®^ a metaphrase translation of Luther’s
Ob man für dem sterben fliehen muge (1527)^^ and “Ett sätt att bedja”
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in Om Guds helgons kraft (1593), a metaphrase translation of Luthers
Eine einfdltige Weise zu beten (1535)/^ Kristlig och nödtorftig undervisning (1594)^^ contains a reprint of Olaus Petri’s En liten bok om
dktenskapet—which, as argued above, was an adaptation of Luther’s
Vom ehelichen Leben. As Olaus Petri never revealed the source text,
the publisher in 1594 probably did not know that he printed a trans
lation and adaptation of Luther’s text.
Despite this production, the second half of the century was
characatrized by a growing production of translations taken from
compilations, and put into other compilations. A typical example
is Vdgen till saligheten, the publication that was mentioned in the
beginning and that counted 66 references to Luther. It was an over
400-page devotional book, containing 13 different sections taken
from different sources. At least three of them were translations from
Luther’s texts, but they did not use original texts published by
Luther from the first half of the century as their source text, but
rather compilations or Luthers Collected Works.
The translated text can be referred to Luther since the translator
has been very keen to put “D. Martini Lutheri” above every quote.
After the quote the reader gets the information on the source, for
instance “Tom. 3. Jen fol. 437” or “Kykropostile i epistle 12 Dom.
Trinitis.”^^ In this way the translator stated to his audience that he
had used the Collected Works to find texts of Luther. The Col
lected Works had been published in two editions; one in Wittenberg
(twelve German Volumes 1539—1559, and seven Latin Volumes 1545—
1557) and one in Jena (eight German Volumes 1555—1558, and four
Latin Volumes 1556—1558).^° The work to collect and edit Luthers
texts had begun before Luthers death in 1546, and the purpose was
to protect Luther’s texts from corruption by creating an authorized
edition and making them available for new reading circles. As the
example of Vdgen till Saligheten shows, the Collected Works also
helped translators. However, other compilations could also serve as
sources for translations. Out of the 66 references to Luther in Vdgen
till Saligheten at least six had been translated from the German Anton
Ottos (1505—1588) Ein neme Betbüchlein (1566).91
’
Sköna och mdrkliga skriftens sententier (1597)^^' is also an example of
how the Collected Works functioned as a source text for translations.
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It contained five texts that all appeared in Volume 9 of the Witten
berg edition of the Collected Works, a volume that collected texts
previously published in volumes 1-5 of the Jena edition. Despite
this, nowhere does the translator Petrus Johannis Gothus reveal
the true source of his translation. Probably there are many more
translations that were based on compilations and reference books
to Luther, though they are difficult to find today. The literature on
Luther in translation has seldom recognized the importance of the
reference books and the Collected Works as intermediate sources
for translations.^^
The effort to collect and edit Luther’s works had the goal to pro
tect his texts and make them accessible for new generations. The
Swedish translations testify that this ambition was not without suc
cess, as several translations were building on the Collected Works.
But the accessibility to Luther not only boosted the knowledge
of Luther within Lutheranism, a much desired goal, but also made
his writings accessible to anti-Lutheran authors, as the example
Enchiridion. Den Ulla och rena katekesen (1591)^* shows. The Enchirid
ion. Den Ulla och rena katekesen was a translation into Swedish made
by Andreas Olai Gerumansis of a catechism, originally written in
German by the Jesuit Sigismund Ernhoffer and published in 1587,
and in a second edition in 1589.^^ The Swedish edition translates
Ernhoffers text word-for-word, and adds the translation of Ernhoffer’s defense of his cathechims, written during the conflict with
Lutherans that arose because of the cathesism.
The catechism was part of a Jesuit text production that aimed at
pointing out contradictions in the thoughts of Luther, and therefore
weakening Lutheranism. The source Ernhoffer used was the Col
lected Works (Wittenberg edition), and on the title page the Swed
ish translations stated that the quotations were from Luther’s Works
printed in Wittenberg.^*^ Ernhoffer’s publications, as well as the
Swedish translation, looked like a Lutheran catechism and had sim
ilarities in structure, although Ernhoffer had added quotations from
other texts by Luther. The result was a confusing set of arguments
where Luther seemed to contradict himself. The Swedish transla
tion contained 170 identified references to Luther’s works.This very
accurate accounting of references to Luther—which Ernhoffer had
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made, and which was taken over in the Swedish translation—creates
the impression that all of Luther’s works were full of contradictions.
The Wittenberg edition—the source of Ernhoffer—was arranged
thematically, so that the early works that Ernhoffer quoted were
placed in different volumes of the Collected Works. The references
by Ernhoffer therefore are to many of the volumes, which reinforces
the impression that Luther always changed his mind.
The publication of the Jesuit cathechisms should be seen in the
light of confessionalization and confessional tensions in Sweden
in the late sixteenth century.In 1591, the situation was fragile.
Johan III (r. 1569—1592) was old and his son Sigismund, King of
Poland since 1587, would succeed his father as King of Sweden (r.
1592—1599).The Catholic Sigismund had promised to respect Swe
den’s independence and to preserve the current ceremony and lit
urgy, which at this point was the much-debated Liturgy from 1576
that had reintroduced several Catholic orders of service. Longrunning conflicts about the confessional future of Sweden merged
in the beginning of the 1590s with Lutheran anxiousness of Cath
olic overhands and struggle within the Wasa family of the Swedish
throne. Sigismund’s uncle Duke Charles (later King Charles IX, r.
1604—1611) was since the 1580s able to effectively oppose Sigismund
by claiming that, as a Catholic, Sigismund was in no position to
meet the demands that the Swedish King should protect Lutheran
doctrine and thus was unable to protect the interests of his subjects.
The publication of the Jesuit Enchiridion. Den Ulla och rena katekesen was also connected to a rapid rise during the second half of
the sixteenth century in German books compiling Luther’s writ
ings for the sake of lay audiences. Swedish Lutherans also printed
Luther’s Small Catechism, prayerbooks, and other devotional text
for the laity—a development that had begun in the 1560s but accel
erated during the last fifteen years of the sixteenth century. The
Lutherans wanted to make Luther accessible and protect his legacy
from being forgotten and they wanted to secure access to the true
Luther, and ensure that Lutherans could take part in his blessed
ability to intepret the Word.^^ This trend also effected translations
of Luther’s texts into Swedish. After the mid sixteenth century, sev
eral prayerbooks or other devotional texts containing translations
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of Luther’s texts were published. Laurentius Petri Gothus pub
lished En ny kristlig bonbok (1564)^^ and Martinus Olai Helsingus En
nyttig och kristlig bonbok (1567)^°° (further enlarged edition during
the sixteenth century in 1570, 1577, 1590, and 1591)?®^ Both publi
cations had the German Ein nie christlyck vnd nutte Bedebok (1562)^°^
as source text,^°^ and contained a section in the beginning with
Luther’s education on prayer.
Undervisning om en rätt kristen bön
(1577)^°^ was a adaption of Andreas Musculus’ Precandi formulae and
Betbuchlein,^^^ and contained Salig D. Martin Luthers underwijsning
om een ratt Christlig Boon^^'^ which was a translation of Luther’s Ein
Sermon von dem Gebet und Procession in der Creutzivoche^'^^ (except the
last part).The source used for the translation was Luther’s Collected
Works, Jena edition,Volume i, printed in 1575.
These translations of prayerbooks and devotional Lutheran texts
are known to previous research, but do not count as translations
in the National Bibliography, rather just as adaptations and compilations of Luther’s writings. Even if it is true that these texts do
not translate a complete text by Luther into another language, the
interpretation that they “only” were compilations misses the point
of how the practice of translations worked in the sixteenth cen
tury, and especially the practice of translating and compiling Luther’s
writings.

Conclusions
Based on new insights on translation practices in early modern
times, the search for translations into Swedish of Luther’s writ
ings revealed many more translations, compared to what is usually
acknowledged in research. Luther was present on the Swedish book
market not only through the Small Catechism and the Bible, but
also in various forms of translations, from faithful wo rd-to-word
translations, to mere inspirations. These findings have implications
for the study of translations of Luther into other vernaculars during
the early modern period. The argument in this article, that we have
to pay more attention to narrative translation practices in order to
grasp the amount of translations made, implies that there are also
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more translations hidden in other vernaculars, and that searching for
them may be rewarding.
That many translations of Luthers texts were conducted during
the 152OS and during the confessional tensions of the late sixteenth
century, also suggests that the translations follow the same curve as
that of publications in the German-speaking area, with peaks during
the Reformation and before the outbreak of the Thirty Years War.
The conflict around Luther in the 1520s and the confessional con
flicts around 1600 seemed to boost translations of his texts in Swed
ish. Further research may investigate how the translations of Luther’s
text correspond to processes of the Reformation and confessionalization in other territories.
This investigation has shown that the Swedish retrospective
National Bibliography—even though a very useful source -is
tricky to use, since it tends to hide as much information as it reveals.
A National Bibliography has the ability to mirror the output of texts
in a given territory, and to give an overview of cultural, social, and
political discourses at a given time.^°^ However, the meta data cap
tured in national bibliographies—and in this respect especially the
retrospective national bibliographies—can hide information. This
becomes obvious when investigating early modern compilations,
where the line between translation and independent text is blurry.
Scholars searching for translations of Luther s text into European
languages are well advised to question the credibility of the bibli
ographical information.
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